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    Questions and answers    HP48GX

    Plotting an implicit function FXY(X,Y)   Ph.J.Roussel

A question raised by an HP48GX user during a support call (through Email) was
whether it is possible to plot an implicit function f(X,Y) with X as the indepen-
dent variable and Y as the dependent variable, while still using the PLOT INFORM
menu to specify the viewing and plotting (calculation) ranges.

Of course, the answer is yes. It even doesn't require much programming,
although a few minor pitfalls are lurking...(I fell in one of them during my first
attempt).

The trick is to define the equation to be plotted as a program object (named 'EQ'
when entered from the INFORM menu) that returns the dependent variable value to
the stack. The program has to solve the implicit equation for the dependent
variable using the ROOT command, with the running value of the independent
variable as a parameter. The stack inputs required for the ROOT call hide some
pitfalls for inexperienced programmers here. The PLOT environment uses (and
even automatically creates) a reserved global list variable named PPAR for storage
of the plotting parameters in the current directory. To make the program more
versatile, it’s better to use the PPAR contents for the ROOT call as well: PPAR(3)
(called indep in the HP48G Series Advanced User’s Reference Manual) is a name
specifying the independent variable ('X' by default), or a list containing that
name and two numbers that specify the minimum and maximum values for the
independent variable (the plotting range). That’s where the first pitfall hides: by
default, PPAR(3) is a name, and then it corresponds with the independent para-
meter in the implicit equation to solve. When the option to specify a plotting (or
calculation) range that differs from the H-VIEW range is used, PPAR(3) is converted
into a list object, so that it needs further processing to extract the independent
variable name from it. Similarly, PPAR(7) (called depend in the same manual) is a
name specifying the dependent variable ('Y' by default), or a list containing that
name and two numbers that specify the vertical plotting range.

If we can live with the limitation not to use the option to specify plotting ranges
different from the view ranges specified in the first PLOT INFORM menu, PPAR(7)
can be used for definition of the dependent variable to solve for with ROOT, with
PPAR(3) as the independent parameter, and the following program object stored
in 'EQ' should work:
'EQ' 113 bytes Checksum: # 4456h
´ 'FXY(PPAR(3),PPAR(7))' 'PPAR(7)' EVAL DUP çNUM ROOT ª
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Note that the first EVALuation of 'PPAR(7)' must return the dependent variable
name, while the subsequent çNUM forces evaluation of the variable contents into a
numeric value, which is then used as the starting value for the root search. This
means that this name has to be DEFINEd by the user before calling the PLOT
environment. Moreover, if the implicit function FXY (I had to choose a specific
"reserved" name for the two argument function) has several branches, the
starting value for the dependent variable determines which solution will be
found by ROOT, thus selecting all subsequent values on the branch. If the resolu-
tion of the plot is chosen sufficiently small, subsequent Xi values will be close
enough to warrant rapid convergence to the solution Yi of the implicit equation
in Y starting from the previous plot valueYi-1.

    Sample plot

To show how it works, let's take the following two branch implicit function defi-
nition :
'FXY' 79.5 bytes Checksum: # 7903h
´ ç X Y 'X^4-a^2*(X^2-Y^2)' ª

The function definition contains an extra parameter a, that also has to be defined
before making the plot:
'a=2' DEFINE

As explained, the starting value for the (default) dependent variable Y selects the
branch to be plotted: 'Y=0' DEFINE selects the positive branch. Now, the PLOT
environment can be called for entry of the view ranges:

Note the default name X for the independent variable, and the Dflt settings for
the X plotting range. With the default PDIM settings, the graph plotted then looks
as follows:

After the plot, PPAR contains:
'PPAR' 104 bytes Checksum: # 4B42h
{ (-2,-1) (2,1) X # 0d { (0,0) { # 10d # 10d } } FUNCTION Y }
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Note the default name Y for the dependent variable. When both branches start at
the same (X,Y) position, as is the case here, it takes some "cheating" to force
selection of the negative branch. First, a negative seed has to stored for the Y
starting point: 'Y=-0.02' DEFINE. Second, the negative branch has to be given
some "head start" by explicitly selecting a small deviation from the true common
starting point (0,0) for the X viewing range, e.g. -1.9999:

Adding the negative branch to the positive one already plotted above results in:

The resulting curve is a so called Gerono Lemniscate.

    An alternate solution

If we insist on keeping the option to specify separate viewing and plotting
ranges, the variable names have to be explicitly (and consistently) repeated in
the implicit function definition:
'EQ' 64 bytes Checksum: # 1BA4h
´ 'FXY(X,Y)' 'Y' DUP çNUM ROOT ª

Now, the viewing and plotting ranges can be defined separately:

The two branches of the same implicit function now plot as:

Note that the negative branch selection now has to be forced through the LO
plotting (calculation) range field, as shown in the INFORM above right.
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    A faster solution: parametric plots

Due to the ROOT call for each point plotted, plotting implicit functions with the
method described can be rather time consuming. If the function can be conver-
ted into an explicit parametric form, a Parametric function plot offers a straight-
forward and fast alternative. The implicit function of the example shown can be
converted into polar format, and the magnitude of the corresponding complex
number can then be expressed as a function of the angle:

The definition hides yet another pitfall: the domain of the function consists of

distinct intervals: −
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, , , . Because r equals zero at the domain

limits, the “forbidden zone” can be avoided with an IFTE statement that zeroes r
between the intervals limits. The following EQ definition offers an elegant solu-
tion for this problem:
'EQ' 167.5 bytes Checksum: # CAF9h
´ 'IFTE(CEIL(2*ï/á+.5)MOD 2,2*a*ÉCOS(2*ï)/(1+COS(2*ï)),0)' EVAL ç r
'r*COS(ï)+r*SIN(ï)*i'
ª

Now, the function can be plotted in one pass using a Parametric plot, with the
independent variable ï running between 0 and 2 ⋅π :

Note that the angular mode must be set to Rad for correct results this time! The
resulting plot is identical to the one obtained above, but requires less computing
time:


